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Photo & Video AcquisitionPhoto & Video Acquisition

Digital technology has revolutionized the industryDigital technology has revolutionized the industry

Provides an economical way for documentation and Provides an economical way for documentation and 
marketingmarketing

Decreased film processing and editing timeDecreased film processing and editing time

Quality gap between film/tape Quality gap between film/tape vsvs digital formatdigital format



Types of CamerasTypes of Cameras

Auto FocusAuto Focus
Uses an invisible beam like a camcorder to Uses an invisible beam like a camcorder to 
tailor focus each shot tailor focus each shot 

Usually a little more expensiveUsually a little more expensive

Provide more options for the shooterProvide more options for the shooter



CompressionCompression

Digital cameras must compress an image to Digital cameras must compress an image to 
store it on a memory cardstore it on a memory card

Compressing an image takes information out of Compressing an image takes information out of 
the picture to make the file size smallerthe picture to make the file size smaller

The more compression, the less quality of imageThe more compression, the less quality of image
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Digital Video CamerasDigital Video Cameras

Opposite principal of photo camerasOpposite principal of photo cameras

Digital format tapes save generation qualityDigital format tapes save generation quality

FirewireFirewire direct to computer or edit systemdirect to computer or edit system

Final product retains quality throughout processFinal product retains quality throughout process



Digital BugsDigital Bugs

Chromatic aberrations or purple fringing is very Chromatic aberrations or purple fringing is very 
commoncommon

Occurs when pictures are taken with high Occurs when pictures are taken with high 
contrast lightingcontrast lighting

A purplish color will push off object edges in a A purplish color will push off object edges in a 
picturepicture
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Digital BugsDigital Bugs

Digital zooming will degrade the quality of a Digital zooming will degrade the quality of a 
picturepicture

Noise can be added to your pictures depending Noise can be added to your pictures depending 
on the quality of the camera you haveon the quality of the camera you have

““JaggiesJaggies”” are jagged lines that appear in pictures are jagged lines that appear in pictures 
along lines in a picturealong lines in a picture
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MegapixelsMegapixels

The quality of a picture is determined by how The quality of a picture is determined by how 
many pixels have been capturedmany pixels have been captured

The more megapixels, the higher the picture  The more megapixels, the higher the picture  
qualityquality

The more megapixels, the higher the priceThe more megapixels, the higher the price



Digital VideoDigital Video

Tape formats (Digital 8, DV, Mini DV, DVCTape formats (Digital 8, DV, Mini DV, DVC--
Pro, DV Cam)Pro, DV Cam)

0s and 1s on tape instead of analog signal0s and 1s on tape instead of analog signal

Tape medium is less expensive then analog tapesTape medium is less expensive then analog tapes

Longer shelfLonger shelf--life of recorded tapelife of recorded tape



LensLens

The lens plays an extremely important role in the The lens plays an extremely important role in the 
quality of picture you are able to capturequality of picture you are able to capture



Things to ConsiderThings to Consider

Macro Macro -- the ability to take pictures close upthe ability to take pictures close up
Memory cards Memory cards -- many sizes and shapesmany sizes and shapes

Memory Cards Memory Cards -- movie or video featuresmovie or video features
Flash Flash -- built in or externalbuilt in or external



Shooting TipsShooting Tips

Three main shotsThree main shots
CloseClose--up, up, 
Medium shotMedium shot
Establishing or long shotEstablishing or long shot

Essential for telling a storyEssential for telling a story
CutCut--ins and cutins and cut--awaysaways
Use tripod whenever possibleUse tripod whenever possible



Shooting TipsShooting Tips

Keep the sun at your backKeep the sun at your back

Shoot early morning or late afternoonShoot early morning or late afternoon

Do a site survey of area you will be working inDo a site survey of area you will be working in

OverOver--shoot a oneshoot a one--time event time event -- better to have better to have 
too much than not enoughtoo much than not enough



Shooting TipsShooting Tips

Aerial photography Aerial photography -- never brace against plane never brace against plane 
due to vibrationdue to vibration

Hold camera with arms in toward body Hold camera with arms in toward body -- hold hold 
breath, snap picturebreath, snap picture

Collect appropriate information that goes along Collect appropriate information that goes along 
with picturewith picture



Getting the most out of your workGetting the most out of your work

Plan, plan, plan and more planningPlan, plan, plan and more planning

Have a distribution concept in mind Have a distribution concept in mind 

Establish good media relationships Establish good media relationships 

Tie video or picture in local or national news Tie video or picture in local or national news 
eventsevents
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